True ]~arallelism
Although WEP claimed to be "potentially parallel", it heavily (and implicitly) relied on sequentiality to make its principles work. the :-begin frame(word level), refine_fuzkction (expframe, 'article'), reflneconcept (expframe, kled("defining")), refine_concept (expframe, value("defined")).
An Example
little :-begin frame(word_level), refine_funetion(expframe, 'adjective'), reflne_concept(expframe, kind("adjectival")), reflne_concept(expframe, value("young, small")).
girl :-beglnframe(wordlevel), refine funotion(expframe, 'sestantive'), refine_concept(expframe, kind("person"]), refine concept(expframe, valee("female, child or maiden")), choose alt ((alt(frame(minus(1),function(equal(,article,))), invoke(articlelncorporation]), alt(frame(minus(1),functlon [equal('adjeetive,)) invoke(adjective_incorporation)), else(invoke(so_incorporatlon))]].
apple :-a0aloqoos to the code for girl.
adJective lncorporation :-incorporate(testframe), choose_alt ([alt(frame(minus(1),function(equal('article,) )), Invoke(artlcleincorporation)), else(i~Ivoke(noincorporation)) ]).
articleincorporatlon :-incorporate(testframe), begin_frame(constltuentlevel [, reflneconcept(expframe, kind("unused") ), refine coecept (expframe, value("unused") ).
no_incorporation :-begin frame (constituent level[, refine concept(expframe, klnd("unused"] refine_concept(expfra~e, value("unused" eats :-begin_frame(constituent level), refine_funetion(expframe, 'action'), reflneconcept(expframe, klnd("ingest")), refine concept (expframe, value("ingest_food"] [, choose_alt ([alt(frame(plus(3),concept(view('eatable') (Silverman et al. 1986 ). 
General Model Organization

Data-structures: frame interconnection and blackboard information
The lexical-morphological analyzer schedules and invokes the experts corresponding to the elementary lexical units and outputs a blackboard, i.e. a matrix with slots whose columns correspond to those units and whose rows correspond to a level. Each expert has one expert frame associated with it; this expert frame fills one slot of the blackboard.
In the beginning of the analysis process all frames and the blackboard contain uninstantiated slots. Experts gradually 146 instantiate the slots. Referring to another expert's expert frame requires walking to it over the blackboard,
The walk is defined in a unique way.
All slots on the path should be instantiated, otherwise the walk suspends and waits for the instantiation. This is elegantly impiemented using the read-only unification of the parallel Prolog versions. Slots that will never be of any use any more, are instantiated to dummy constants in order not to indefinitely block suspended walks.
Conclusions and furthez res~aEch
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